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To the Editor,

 We read with great interest the paper by 
Wilson F. Busato Junior and colleagues (1). In this 
elegant study two techniques of vasovasostomy have 
been tested in a laboratory setting. One group of rats 
underwent “conventional” one-layer anastomosis on 
the left vas deferent, after transection on the right 
side; another group was evaluated for a simplified 
anastomosis performed with one anchor point plus 
fibrin glue, and the last group served as control after 
a sham operation. The authors concluded that the two 
techniques are similar (p > 0.05) and the operative 
time is the only relevant difference.
 As a first point to debate we would emphasize 
that the results of this study cannot be considered out 
of an experimental concern. This is because the anasto-
mosis was performed using perfect stumps of deferens 
and they were immediately reattached after cutting. 
Thus, it does not reproduce the real clinical condition 
in which a scar tissue can be found at the cut ends.
 Another issue refers to the way of apposing 
the divided ends of the vasa. The authors applied a 
direct end-to-end anastomosis in both procedures. 
However, in a clinical context, it might be helpful a 
modified approach based on preparing the vas ends. 
As reported by Fox, the convoluted portion of the 
vas is always thinner and more difficult to suture 
than the straight part. Therefore, in all cases in which 
the stumps are of different size, it is advantageous to 
transect obliquely the deferent in order to augment the 
diameter of its lumen (2). This technique has shown 
ensuing paternity in one third of patients either after 
primary or revised vasovasostomy.
 Finally, the authors suggest that the fibrin-
supplied vasovasostomy since requires less operative 

time may became a simplified procedure suitable also 
for a general urologist. Nevertheless the microsurgical 
vasovasostomy performed at microscope is widely 
considered improved over other methods using less 
magnification (3). Thus, in our opinion the vasovasos-
tomy should preferably address to urologists trained 
in microsurgery (clinical or experimental) or practiced 
in dedicated centers.
 In any case, we congratulate the authors for 
a well drawn study dealing with appropriate number 
of animals according to modern ethical rules (4).
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To the Editor,

 I sincerely hope that I may be permitted to 
comment on a very important issue in the male factor 
infertility aspect: the male gamete and its role in the 
outcome of intracytoplasmic sperm injection (ICSI). 
We read with interest the article published by Verza 
and Esteves entitled: “Sperm defect severity rather 
than sperm source is associated with lower fertiliza-
tion rates after intracytoplasmic sperm injection” 
(1).
 In the past, we had the opportunity to publish 2 
articles regarding this issue (2,3). One of these articles 
we reported that the pregnancy rates is significantly 
lower in patients with non-obstructive azoospermia 
compared to patients with obstructive azoospermia 
(1). In the other article, we detected higher fertilization 
and implantation rates seen in azoospermic patients 
from congenital causes of obstruction. In addition, 
epididymal sperm results in higher pregnancy rates 
and lower miscarriage rates compared to testicular 
spermatozoa (3).
 In fact, various factors may influence the out-
come of ICSI in azoospermic patients. These include 
parameters linked to male partner - such as serum 
FSH and testicular histology - that may reflect upon 
the quality of the surgically retrieved sperm cells.
 The authors evaluated one very interesting 
issue that has been left apart from the other articles 
published regarding the outcome of ICSI with the use 
of sperm from different etiologies. The quality of the 
semen is very important and not only the origin of the 
sperm retrieved. In the past, Nagy et al demonstrated 
that, irrespective the source of the semen, the outcome 

using ICSI is the same (4). Additionally, Svalander et 
al., demonstrated that sperm morphology according 
to the strict criteria is not related to the ICSI outcome 
(5). However, this is not completely true. In clinical 
practice, the quality of the semen does matter. The 
worst the semen quality, the worst outcome result. 
This emphasizes the role of the urologist in order 
to improve semen quality instead of referring this 
patient for assisted reproduction without any sort of 
urological treatment before. Our role of urologists is 
to try to improve semen quality, for instance, operate 
varicoceles, perform vasectomy reversals, etc.
 Once again, as a urological community, we 
thank such important article.
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